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NYC Pays $350K to “Trans Woman” for Housing Him in
Men’s Side of Prison

Reduxx/X
Dylan Miles

“Transgender” madness has prevailed yet
again in court.

This time, the victim is New York City
taxpayers, who will shell out $350,000 to a
man who pretends he is a “Muslim woman.”

The city’s crime: It kept the dude in the
men’s section of Rikers Island in the Bronx.

The victory comes on the heels of another
court victory for a “trans woman”: A federal
judge permitted him to join a sorority.

The Case

Dylan Miles was incarcerated at the city’s
largest jail, located in the Bronx, to await
trial on domestic violence charges. He
“identifies” as Ali Miles, Reduxx reported,
and originally wanted a mere $22,000.

He was in the facility for only month or so, having been collared on a warrant issued in Arizona.

“Following his brief detention on Rikers Island, he was transferred back to Arizona and placed in
Yavapai County Jail,” the website continued. “He was ultimately tried and found guilty of two counts of
aggravated harassment per domestic violence, a Class 5 felony, for instances dated in November 2021
and February 2022.”

He was also convicted of three misdemeanors. He was sentenced in October 2022 to 312 days in jail,
minus 132 days already served, three years’ probation, and a domestic violence assessment.

But then came the lawsuit he filed last year in August, Reduxx reported. He wanted a payday for
“gender identity discrimination” because the authorities wisely kept him incarcerated with the men. 

“The suit argued that Miles had informed the court that he was transgender and required special
detention accommodations,” Reduxx explained. Amazingly, a judge who must be as deluded as Miles
agreed.

“Orders were then marked to notify the prison and Intake Personnel that Miles was to be housed at the
female-only Rose M. Singer facility on Rikers Island, but he was not,” Reduxx continued.

There followed Miles’ tale of woe, the website reported:

Miles claimed that he suffered discrimination, including being subjected to “transphobic”
remarks from prison staff, while incarcerated in the men’s facility. He also claimed to have
been the victim of sexual assaults, in particular emphasizing his “sexual victimization” by
multiple “African American male” inmates.
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Miles alleged that a prison staff member said “we don’t do the trans thing here” after he
demanded to be moved to the women’s section. He was then strip-searched by a male guard
he alleged told him that he had “nice t**s” and “one hell of a p***y.” This is despite Miles
not having had any known genital surgeries.

While the City of New York rejected and refuted Miles’ claims, on June 21, they offered to
settle the case for $350,000.

The city did not admit guilt. Miles cannot sue again.

Professional Litigant

The lawsuit was no surprise to anyone who knew the “Muslim woman.” Last year, Reduxx reported, he
sued a yoga studio in New York for $5 million because employees told him to use the men’s restroom. 

That, his ridiculous lawsuit alleged, “deprived [him] of his civil rights because he is gay, undergoing a
gender transition, and because Miles does not conform to … gender-based preferences, expectations, or
stereotypes about how a man/woman should dress and conduct himself/herself.”

But Reduxx discovered that Miles had filed “at least four” other silly claims of “transphobic
victimization.” 

In February 2022, he forced a business in Arizona to settle a lawsuit after he sued for $75,000 because
it wrongly fired him. He claimed the company subjected him to “gender identity-based harassment and
discrimination.” 

In March that year, he sued “trans”-friendly Planet Fitness and another business for “gender identity-
based harassment and discrimination.” “In both, Miles represented himself, and failed to use consistent
pronouns, often calling himself ‘Mr. Miles,’” Reduxx reported:

In his poorly-written civil action, Miles alleged that staff at a Planet Fitness threatened to
sound the “lunk alarm” on him for entering the women’s facilities, and used a slur when
referring to him. The “lunk alarm” is a fixture seen at most Planet Fitness gyms intended to
provide a humorous “warning” to those being too loud or obnoxious in the gym.

Amusingly, Miles thought he would get $10 million from the bargain-basement gym. The lawsuit was
dismissed because he filed deficient paperwork and didn’t pay the filing fee.

The lawsuit against the second business, a cafe called Bagel Point, sought $75,000. Again, he claimed
he was wrongly fired and subjected to “verbal abuse on the basis of his gender identity,” the website
reported:

Miles had been an employee of Bagel Point for a short period of time, during which he
claimed the owner, a Muslim woman, had referred to him using slurs and mocked his
gender identity, as well as crafting “unsubstantiated” complaints about his performance.
The action, which was rife with spelling errors, was dismissed by the court once again after
Miles failed to file the appropriate paperwork and pay $402 in filing fees.

A similar lawsuit against New York Presbyterian Hospital was also dismissed.

Miles’ suit against Planet Fitness is somewhat confusing. As The New American has reported in four
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stories, the gym isn’t just friendly toward “transgenders” — it’s obsessed with keeping them happy.

It permits grown men to use the women’s locker rooms with minor girls. It kicks out members who
complain. And it lies about its clearly-stated policy that permits men to use the women’s locker rooms.
And now it has a CEO who is likewise obsessed with diversity, equity, and inclusion and will likely do
nothing to stop so-called “trans women” from easy access to young girls.

The founder of the chain says its corporate leaders have destroyed it.

Big Man Invades Sorority

As for the sorority, six members tried to stop a 6-foot-2-inch, almost 300-pound behemoth from joining.

One reason: “Court records revealed that the young women alleged [Artemis] Langford, who is 6’2”,
had been voyeuristically peeping on them while they were in intimate situations, and, on at least one
occasion, had a visible erection while doing so,” Reduxx explained. 

As well, “[Langford] has, while watching members enter the sorority house, had an erection visible
through his leggings,” the women’s lawsuit alleges. “Other times, he has had a pillow in his lap.”

A federal court, in all its wisdom, backed the sorority that permitted the bruiser to join because the
definition of woman has changed since the sorority was founded and decided only women could join.
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